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Why Managed Print with Automated Copy Systems?

A Strategic Approach to Managed Print

We have experience analyzing printer fleets of all sizes. Along with our specialized knowledge in printer fleet consolidation
methods, we ensure your business implements the proper equipment at an affordable price. Our analysis considers all
aspects of your business’ printing needs, including scanning, printing, copying and security of your print environment.

2. Print Fleet Optimization
Redundant devices consolidated,
legacy printers refreshed where
necessary and service levels
customized to maximize productivity
and lower operating costs.

You will receive a detailed diagnostic report that addresses the following cost savings efficiencies:
Reduce “local” printers
One of the first things to be assessed is the need and use of local printers. Typically, they are inefficient and more costly
than realized. These printers only service one user because they are not networked, which makes them inefficient in most
business environments. They also often require unique cartridges that are typically more expensive and cause purchasing
and inventory tracking challenges. By consolidating devices and redirecting print stream to a faster, more productive
multifunction device, tremendous cost savings can be realized.
Replace inefficient devices
We help you identify which machines are under-performing and replace or
redeploy with more efficient devices while taking into account the best printing
devices available for your business needs and your budget. We consider things
like your printing history and the capabilities needed to be successful. Security
and compliance are key reasons why we may replace a device with a solution
that is immediately compliant in areas such as HIPAA or Sarbanes. Many
times, Automated Copy Systems replaces a portion of your fleet without
increasing the cost of the project. We take the initiative to replace legacy
devices so that it is beneficial for the client (newer, more efficient,
more productive) and good for us (Not inheriting an old legacy device
also allows our service dept. to not have to pay thousands of dollars
to bring old equipment up to specifications prior to taking over the
maintenance). Good for you, good for us!
Streamline printer placement
Placing your printing equipment in easily accessible areas for an appropriate
number of employees will help improve workflow and maximize your device
usage. Easy accessibility to this equipment is critical to the productivity and
efficiency of your employees.
Security and Compliance
The majority of clients that we work with have a laser focus on the topic of security
and compliance. Automated Copy Systems can explain the real life proactive steps
that we have taken in concert with the manufacturers to ensure compliance while
printing. Most clients don’t realize that leaving prints or copies unsecured on a
device violates HIPAA and Sarbanes. Secure printing, follow me printing, bring
your own device printing (tablet or phone) are all taken into consideration when
creating your secure printing environment. This allows us to develop a true print
management strategy in collaboration with your staff.
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1. Print Assessment Recommendation
Entire printing environment will be
thoroughly analyzed using industry
best practices to determine your
total cost of ownership.
A brand-agnostic
recommendation
will be provided
to decrease your
overall costs.

3. Remote Monitoring and Management
Devices will be automatically monitored
for consumable usage, service issues,
and life-cycle asset
management - freeing
up internal IT
resources to focus
on critical business
needs.
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6. Ongoing Review
and Management
We will conduct account
reviews throughout the
lifetime of your devices
to validate your return
on investment and make
recommendations to
meet your business
needs.

4. Automatic Supplies
Fulfillment
Based on a pre-determined
threshold, supplies will be
automatically delivered to
your location with detailed
information on the
shipping label. This
reduces your inventory
cost and you will never
run out of toner.
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5. Consolidated Invoice
Manage your print budget with a single
consolidated invoice based on a per-page
cost, level pay plan, or other flexible terms
to ease vendor management and remove
unexpected expenses.

Let’s Talk.

We look forward to speaking with you!
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